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The Next Wave in Green Building Codes Has Arrived

The sustainable building code wave began on the West Coast with the development of the 2010 California Green Building Standards Code (CALGreen). From there, it coursed to the East Coast as the basis for the development of the International Code Council’s (ICC) International Green Construction Code (IGCC).

It has now returned to our shores as the 2012 International Green Construction Code.
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Architecture as a Place to Flourish

Imagine the practice of architecture being expanded to include not only the design of the physical environment but also the design of the social environment. Such an expansion is not as radical as it might initially appear, when you consider that the
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Governor Brown Issues Ambitious Green Building Executive Order

Governor Jerry Brown has issued an Executive Order directing state agencies and departments to take immediate steps to make state government buildings more sustainable and energy efficient. The government order to “shrink the state’s
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Interior Design Practice Act Bill Passed and signed

AIACC Sponsored QB5 Bill Passed
Interior Design Practice Act Bill Dropped by Author

In response to strong opposition from a diverse coalition, the author of AB 2482, Assembly Member Fiona Ma, dropped her interior design Practice Act bill from further consideration, meaning it is dead. Read more

AIACC Sponsored QBS Bill Defeated

The AIACC-sponsored bill to strengthen the qualifications-based selection of design professionals for public works was defeated in the State Senate Business, Professions and Economic Development . . Read more
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